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Many would be forgiven for thinking that the in-
clusion of a bottle of J&B SCOTCH WHISKY – usually 
placed unabashedly centre-frame (and in the most 
unlikely places; convents, hospitals, boats and 
convertibles) – is all that is required in order to 
classify a fi lm as a „giallo“. While it is true that 
the copious, prestigious placement of the BRAT 
PACK’s defi nitive liquor of choice symbolized the 
glamorous and volatile libertine lifestyle desired 
by your typical 1970s jet-setting, cigarette smo-
king, smart aleck, macho, jewel thieving aspirant 
(and so fi tted thematically within the confi nes 
and era of the fi lms themselves) the giallo genre 
was born contrariwise from the cool-headed logic 
and inventiveness of master mystery and crime 
novelists.

Agatha Christie, Raymond Chandler, Rex Stout 
and Edgar Wallace are amongst some of the most 
notable authors who had their fi ction transla-

ted into Italian by the MONDADORI publishing 
house situated in Milan, starting in 1929 and it 
was from this point that the term „giallo“, trans-
lating as „yellow“, came into being as an Italian 
short-hand reference similar to the English term 
„whodunnit“.

The pulp novels’ bright yellow covers issued by Il 
Giallo MONDADORI, which functioned as a conspicu-
ous background to central villainous and salacious 
illustrations (a colour also connoting the emotion 
of fear), ensured easy commercial recognition for 
bookshelf browsers and henceforth was employed 
liberally by neighbouring publishers eager to affi x 
themselves to this upsurging new trend.

By the 1960s, the cinema became the giallos’ 
favored new stomping ground in Italy and Euro-
pe and, while infl uenced by the popular German 
black and white „Krimis“ of the time (explicitly 
regarding the bearing of the police procedure tem-

plate) the giallo movies soon exploded with color-
ful panache and an abandonment of frosty logic in 
favour of a far more permissive approach to sheer 
entertainment. 

Mario Bava’s 1963 black and white cinema release 
LA RAGAZZA CHE SAPEVA TROPPO (concerning the 
titular heroine’s entanglement with misinformati-
on and murder) is generally regarded as the fi rst 
giallo movie, supplying as it does a recognizable 
narrative framework established in the preceding 
literary incarnations. Bava’s next fi lm SEI DON-
NE PER L‘ASSASSINO a year later, further distil-
led the essential ingredients of the genre to the 
point of crystallization and subsequently exerted 
a heavy infl uence on the genre with its punctual 
body count tempo, glamorous locations, seductive 
soundtrack, a profusion of Euro starlets and most 
importantly the depiction of a facially obscured, 
black gloved, edge weapon killer.
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This Due Fogli for the British THE CLUE OF THE 
SILVER KEY (1961) is a nice example of the use 
of the term „giallo“ in Italy

left: beautiful French one panel from Mario Bava‘s „famous fi rst“ LA RAGAZZA CHE SAPEVA TROPPO  
right: Due-Folgio from one of the most important movies in the genre SEI DONNE PER L‘ASSASSINO
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ERTO (1974) and NON SI SEVIZIA UN PAPERINO 
(1972) embellished this trend, as did titles such 
as LA DAMA ROSSA UCCIDE SETTE VOLTE (1972) 
and L‘ASSASSINO HA RISERVATO NOVE POLTRO-
NE (1974). Others indeed played it safe, opting 
for both – LA MORTE NEGLI OCCHI DEL GATTO 
(1973).

No territory was left uncharted when it came to 
infusing the storylines with all manner of (qua-
si) psychological, scientifi c, political or religious 
explanations exerted to justify the characters’ 
actions and raison d’être. Directors such as Lucio 

By the dawn of the 1970s, Italy’s most cited pro-
ponent of the giallo movie Dario Argento, fetishi-
stically portrayed the apparel and premeditation 
of the killer using isolated close-up and point of 
view tracking shots, clearly invoking the elements 
of ritual and kinky sexual practice that lay both 
behind the on-screen murderer’s modus operandi 
and the director’s own unbridled cinematic psy-
chosexual expression.

Many gialli soon became recognizable by their 
titles alone. Argento’s „animal trilogy“ and Bava’s 
SEI DONNE PER L‘ASSASSINO (1964) and 5 BAM-
BOLE PER LA LUNA D‘AGOSTO (1970) in particular, 
encouraged a whole slew of imitators to follow 
suit and name their own fi lms to either include 
various bestial references or allusions to healthy 
body count quotients. L‘IGUANA DALLA LINGUA 
DI FUOCO (1971), UNA LIBÉLULA PARA CADA MU-

above: Titlecard, showing one of three dif-
ferent designs that were used to promote 
Dario Argento‘s  L‘UCCELLO DALLE PIUME 
DI CRISTALLO in Spain.
left: Due Fogli from PROFONDO ROSSO, 
showing a clear resemblance to the design 
that Saul Bass had created for Alfred 
Hitchcock‘s VERTIGO

right page: Several gialli, like Dario Argento‘s IL 
GATTO A NOVE CODE were distributed as part of 
the popular Edgar Wallace series in Germany. Some 
of them carried the name of Wallace‘s son Bryan 
Edgar. 
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Fulci, Sergio Martino, Aldo Lado, Luciano Ercoli, 
Umberto Lenzi and Andrea Bianchi (whose 1975 
entry NUDE PER L‘ASSASSINO remains one of the 
most outrageously misogynistic, sleazy and sensa-
tionalist entries from the peak of the golden era) 
all expertly manipulated the convoluted plot ma-
chinations of the giallo, fl eshing out the genre’s 
intrinsically high-brow origins with low-brow gra-
phic depictions of death, depravity and hazardous 
retro fashion statements. Whether it be primal 
event trauma from childhood, an imbalance of XYY 
chromosomes, Communist metaphor or Catholic 
strangulation of natural impulses, the profusion 
of assorted narrative conceits were matched only 
by the high number of unfl inching and audacious 
depictions of extreme and often sexualized violent 
murder. Although no supernatural elements are 
associated with the genre, giallo thrillers can be 
so infused with shocking and gruesome elements 
that many of them trespass into thematic territory 
reserved for the horror movie.

Prominent male players in the genre inclu-
ded George Hilton, Jean Sorel, Ray Lovelock and 
Simón Andreu, capably imbuing their characters’ 
congenial machismo with a hint of vulnerability. 
Actresses Edwige Fenech, Carroll Baker, Erika Blanc, 
Barbara Bouchet, Rosalba Neri and Mimsy Farmer 
– all whose presence of beauty sent pulses racing – 
also contributed healthily, their wily characters 
cutting through the challenge of frequent scenes 
of exposure and peril. Inkeeping with the spirit of 
the fi lms, many of the accompanying soundtracks 
resonated with creative juxtaposition. Notably, 
world-renowned maestro Ennio Morricone and his 
musical director Bruno Nicolai regularly utilized 
the polarizing effects of vocalist Edda Dell’Orso’s 
sweet and breathy, wordless vocals combined with 
manic double bass lines and atonal, discordant 
percussion and string textures to sonically imbue 
many of the fi lms with a resounding sense of sac-
charine dread.

Much like the movies themselves, collecting giallo 
movie paper can be nothing short of addictive. 
Artistic impressions of a scene or key elements 
from the fi lm were typically used by the publicity 
illustrators and designers, which although repre-
sented in a variety of artistic styles, altogether 
came to confi gure a recognizable pattern of mo-
tifs peculiar to the giallo genre. Owing much to 
legendary graphic designer Saul Bass’ poster for 
Alfred Hitchcock’s VERTIGO (1958), frequent use 
was made of printed or hand-painted pop art de-
vices so popular throughout the 1960s and 1970s, 
such as infi nitely spiraling, gyrating helicoids and 
kaleidoscopic or repeated geometric patterns used 
to impart the feelings of panic and delirium. Bass’ 
elementary typographic style, often evoking in-
fantile paper cut-outs yet curiously twisted with a 
hint of schizophrenia perfectly suited the giallo’s 

Italian Fotobuste are not only highly collectable 
because they are „country of origin“ movie paper, 
but also due to their striking, often wild designs. 

For exploitation movies like gialli or horror fi lms usually sets of 8 Fotobuste were produced. Often there‘s 
also a double-sized Fotobusta, also called Soggettone, available.
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Belgian poster for 
LA TARANTOLA DAL VENTRE NERO
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details regarding the location and dates of the fi lm’s 
run and for the placement of the Italian censor‘s 
ratings snipe. In most cases the Locandina features 
the same artwork as the the Quattro Fogli.

Another popular Italian poster size is the Due 
Fogli (Two Folio or two sheet) which measures 
approx. 39.4 x 54.9 inches (100 x 139.5 cm). It 
usually features unique artwork that is not found 
on the Locandina or the Quattro Fogli and while it 
is of ample size and thus commands moderate wall 
space, it is still frameable.

The Quattro Fogli (Four Folio or four sheet) is twi-
ce as large and comes in two separate matching 
sheets of paper, making careful alignment of top 
and bottom halves essential for a smooth and un-
broken overall image. 

Due to their large size, these posters can be very 
impressive yet since they are diffi cult and expen-

recurrent themes of psychosis (often the result of 
pre-pubescent cataclysm). A plethora of dominant 
eyeball graphics, screaming mouths, knives, blood 
spatters, grasping hands and shatter effects were 
also habitually employed to effortlessly fl aunt the 
advertised fi lms’ subject matter and today stand 
as testament to an era of celluloid excess indis-
pensable to the current climate of thrilling and 
cathartic fi lm.

Italian movie poster and lobby card sizes:

For collectors of Italian movie paper a popular 
choice proves to be the Locandina (or Italian Insert 
Poster) due to its elegant slimline proportions and 
comparatively small size ensuring minimal framing 
costs. Similar to the Australian daybill, Locandine 
measure approx. 13.2 x 27.6 inches (33.5 x 70 cm). 
An area of blank space, often delineated with a rec-
tangular border is allocated at the top of the Locan-
dina, allowing theatre personnel to stamp their own 

sive to frame plus the fact that their artwork can 
usually also be found on the Locandina, they are 
not sought after by too many collectors. While 
even larger Italian poster sizes exist, they were 
only produced in very limited numbers and even 
the only than for certain select movies.

Italian Fotobuste (or Fotobusta) were issued in 
sets of 8, 10, 12 or 16 items. Larger sets were 
only produced for expensive movies, while sets 
for those of a low budget (like almost all hor-
ror and exploitation fi lms) usually include only 
8 Fotobuste. Because of this, collectors normal-
ly consider them in the same category as lobby 
cards although they are made from paper stock 
instead of card. The standard Fotobusta issued 
after the late 1950s is approx. 20 x 28 inches 
(50 x 70 cm). If issued before the late 1950s, 
Fotobuste appeared in two sizes – approx. 14 x 
20 inches (35 x 50 cm) or 14 x 14 inches (35 x 
35 cm). 

Doppia Fotobusta (Double Fotobusta or Sogget-
tone) measure approx. 28 x 39 inches (70 x 100 
cm) if issued after the late 1950s, approx. 20 x 28 
inches (50 x 70 cm) if issued before the late 1950s 
and are the same size as the Foglio but normally in 
a horizontal format.

Most advertising sets for exploitation movies from 
the 60s to the early 80s include: a Locandina, a 
Due Fogli, a Quattro Fogli (usually the same art-
work as the Locandina) and a lobby set of 8 Foto-
buste and one Soggettone. As is to be expected, 
there are also exceptions to this rule.

Text by Jeremy Mincer BA (Hons), 2010

Jeremy Mincer is a multimedia artist currently 
focusing on various projects concerning his lifelong 
passion for horror and exploitation movies and me-
morabilia.

Spanish posters for LA VITTIMA DESIGNATA and 5 BAMBOLE PER LA LUNA D‘AGOSTO German posters for LA BESTIA UCCIDE A SANGUE FREDDO and IL DOLCE CORPO DI DEBORAH


